This paper presents a simple method to determine weights of single carrier multiple input multiple output (MIMO) broadband communication systems adopting tapped delay line (TDL) structure in receiver side for the effective communication under frequency selective fading (FSF) environment. First, assuming the perfect knowledge of the channel matrix in both arrays, an iterative design method of transmitter and receiver weights is proposed. In this approach, both weights are determined alternately to maximize signal to noise plus interference ratio (SINR) by fixing the weight of one side while optimizing the other, and this operation is repeated until SINR converges. Next, considering the case of uninformed transmitter, maximum SINR design method of MIMO system is extended for space time block coding (STBC) scheme working under FSF. Through computer simulations, it is demonstrated that the proposed schemes achieves higher SINR than conventional method with delay-less structure, particularly for the fading with long duration. key words: MIMO, STBC, maximum ratio combining, frequency selective fading, spatio-temporal processing, tapped delay line
Introduction
As an answer to increasing requirement for the high data rate transmission, MIMO communication systems using array antennas both in transmitter and receiver sides are collecting attentions [1] , [2] . In the case of flat fading (FF), the singular value decomposition (SVD) based design with power allocation scheme by water filling (WF) is known to be effective under the assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI) in both transmitter and receiver [3] , [4] , and various space-time coding techniques are used when transmitter (and receiver) is uninformed [2] .
Under frequency selective multipath fading environment, however, those methods could not be simply applied due to the inter symbol interference (ISI) caused by signals arriving through delay paths. Multicarrier MIMO system (ex., MIMO-OFDM [5] ) is one attractive candidate to mitigate the influence of FSF since the well-investigated fundamental theory of flat fading environment could be simply applied to each subchannel. Other approaches use cyclic prefix (CP) [6] or zero guard symbols [7] (this paper deals † † The author is with the Department of Information and Communication Engineering, The University of Electro-Communications, Chofu-shi, 182-8585 Japan.
a) E-mail: taniguch@ee.uec.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e89-a. 3.670 with the most general case adopting data multiplexing transmission by space-time processing in both array sides) for single carrier transmission, but they bring the reduction of the transmission rate due to the addition of CP or the extension of the data. Single carrier approaches without data extension are also examined, but we have few literatures describing practical design of them. The method given in [8] achieves mitigation of FSF by suppressing the waves arriving at the receiver with time delay only by spatial filtering, but the number of delayed waves to be cancelled is restricted by the number of array elements. To cope with the delay of long duration, MIMO communication systems with tapped delay line (TDL) have been also considered. In [9] , continuous time system is investigated, and recent papers [10] , [11] deal with the case of matrix modulation, but they require complicated nonlinear optimization procedure. Reference [12] formulates the input output relation of a MIMO system consisting of cascade connection of beamformer for spatial processing and time-domain equalizer. In [13] , the performance of a MIMO system using a spatio-temporal filter in transmitter is examined through computer simulations. The cascade connection of array antenna and decision feedback equalizer is described in [14] .
Our final objective is to establish a mathematically simple procedure to determine weights of MIMO systems with TDL configuration based on maximum SINR criterion for the effective broadband communication without data extension under FSF. In this paper, as a first step of a series of works, a design method of MIMO systems having TDL structure only in receiver side is presented for two cases: (i) Perfect CSI at transmitter and receiver, and (ii) Space time block coding (STBC) scheme assuming uninformed transmitter and receiver with perfect CSI. This approach could be applied in the situation, e.g., where a mobile station with simple structure is working with a base station equipped with TDL, and/or small amout of feedback is allowed.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, MIMO communication system under FSF is briefly described. In Sect. 3, the proposed design scheme of TDL-MIMO communication system is given. Section 4 provides computer simulations to investigate the performance of the proposed method. Sections 5 and 6 describe TDL structure which works under STBC transmission in FSF. Finally in Sect. 7, the conclusions and future works are described. 
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Description of MIMO Communication System under FSF
Consider a MIMO communication system as shown in Fig. 1 , in which the transmitter and the receiver arrays have N t and N r antenna elements, respectively. Each receiver element is followed by L r − 1 tapped delay line units accompanied by L r weights. As a propagation channel, a quasi-static i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) Rayleigh fading channel with frequency selectivity is assumed. The propagation channel under FSF environment is expressed by channel matrix series with the size of N r × N t and duration L denoted by {H( ); = 0, · · · , L − 1}, where (n r , n t ) element H n r ,n t ( ) denotes the transmission coefficient from n t -th element in the transmitter to n r -th element in the receiver with the delay T S , where T S denote the symbol period. Here, we assume that this matrix series {H( )} is completely known at the both sides of the system (perfect knowledge of CSI=Channel State Information). The input signal s(t)(t ∈ Z) is multiplied by N tdimensional transmitter weight vector w t , then radiated into multipath channel represented by {H( ); = 0, · · · , L − 1}, and reproduced through the set of N r -dimensional receiver weight vectors {w r ( r ); r = 0, · · · , L r − 1}. As a result, the output signalŝ(t) is formulated as follows:
where N r -dimensional vector n(t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) generated at the receiver array.
The following assumptions are made for the signal s(t) and the noise n(t):
, and E[s(t)n * (t − τ)] = 0, where δ m,n denotes the Kronecker's delta.
Different from the flat fading case (L = 1) where the optimum weights maximizing signal to noise ratio (SNR) are derived based on singular value decomposition (SVD) of H(0) [4] , design approach under FSF is required to eliminate or utilize the multipath waves arriving with time delay. The former strategy has been adopted in [8] , and the latter is described in this paper.
Design Method of MIMO Communication Systems under FSF
3.1 Design Method of MIMO Communication Systems without TDL [8] In this subsection, the design method of MIMO communication systems without delay line (L r = 1) assuming FSF and perfect knowledge of CSI is briefly described. As shown in Sect. 2, the received signal contains delayed versions of previous signals corresponding {H( ); 0}, and which causes ISI between s(t) and {s(t−1), · · · , s{t− (L − 1)}}. Therefore, if we can extract the propagating wave coming through the delayless path H(0) and eliminate delayed components, the influence of FSF could be avoided. Hence, the transmitter and receiver weights are determined to maximize SINR defined by following equation:
where
are the power of signal and noise. In [8] , it has been shown that the number of delayed waves (H( ) O, = 1, · · · , L − 1) is restricted to N t + N r − 2 which corresponds to the degrees of freedom of the MIMO communication system. To remove this restriction, array structure with TDL is required. In the next subsection, the approach described in [8] is extended to the design of MIMO system using TDL receiver.
Design Method of MIMO Communication Systems
Using TDL
The advantage of TDL structure is that the multipath waves arriving with the time delay are not only eliminated but can be utilized to enhance the desired component.
In the MIMO communication system considered in this study, the transmitter uses only a spatial filter while the receiver array is equipped with delay elements which enable us spatio-temporal processing of the received signal.
Being conscious of SNR maximization design of MIMO systems in FF environment, the transmitter weight w t and the set of receiver weights {w r ( r );
T are determined to maximize SINR at the output of the receiver. Namely, the following objective function is considered
Here, two expressions of SINR are used for the convenience of optimization to be described. In above equations, the numerator and denominator represent the energy of desired and interference components contained in the output signal s(t). Consequently, the system works to minimize the error of output signal fully utilizing the desired components in propagation wave within the length of TDL. The transmission path H s for the target signal is defined by next equation
The correlation matrix of interference signal R i,t is a N r L rby-N r L r Hermitian matrix with ( r,0 , r,1 )-th block represented by following N t -by-N t submatrix
while R i,r representing interference correlation is a N t -by-N t Hermitian matrix, which is expressed as
Since this optimization problem is not easy to solve in closed form, we consider to calculate w t and w r alternately. Actual steps are as follows: After giving certain initial values to all weights (In this paper, we use a uniform weight of unit length. The investigation on the choice of a better initial weight is included in the future works), the transmission weight w t which maximize SINR is calculated for a fixed w r . Since the SINR is improved as the norm of w t becomes larger † , ||w t || should be constrained to 1. By solving above problem using method of Lagrange multiplier, the optimum weight of transmitter is given by next equation:
Equation (7) still contains w t in the right-hand-side and it seems that the complete solution has not derived, but the influence of the variation of w t is restricted only to the length of the vector (because it is contained only in the scalar term
), and Eq. (7) should be satisfied to maximize SINR, which means the result of above equation indicates correct direction of optimum solution. Therefore, we can get desired transmission weight after normalization. Then w r to achieve maximum SINR is determined keeping w t constant. The solution is
Though the constraint of unit norm is not necessary in the case of the receiver weight determination since its norm has no influence on SINR, w r is also normalized for convenience. The above procedure is repeated until the change of SINR fall below a certain threshold (ε = 10 −3 in this study). Though the convergence of this algorithm is not proven theoretically, the experience shows it works successfully.
Simulation Examples
In this section, computer simulations are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
In this study, a MIMO system with N t = 3, N r = 4, and L r = 10 is considered. The propagation channel is simulated by truncating delay profile of exponential Rayleigh fading model (delay spread 3T S ) by L (The finite duration is unnatural as an actual environment, but suitable to evaluate the influence of duration of H( )).
For the evaluation of the performance, the output SINR of the system is defined as follows by using the normalized correlation of input and output signals:
The input SNR, the power ratio between the input signal † If weigh vector w t is multiplied by c(> 1), after dividing numerator and denominator of Eq. (3) by c 2 , only the second term of the denominator is still multiplied by 1/c 2 . Hence, as the constant number c is large, SINR becomes large. s(t) to the transmission array and noise n(t) generated in the receiver, is defined by next equation
The output SINR is calculated for BPSK signals with SNR = 20 dB, and the distribution function of SINR given in Fig. 2 is derived repeating this operation. The performance of the proposed method is compared with that of the conventional delay-less structure shown in [8] . In case that the maximum number of delayed waves L − 1 = 4 is within the degrees of freedom of conventional method (N t + N r − 2 = 5) [8] , the performance of the proposed method is better since it utilizes delayed versions of s(t) to enhance the desired signal instead of excluding them ( Fig. 2(a) ), but their difference is small. On the other hand, in the case in which the duration of channel matrix L − 1 exceeds N t +N r −2 = 5, the proposed method brings significant efficiency as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Figure 3 is a simulation assuming a realistic environment with infinite exponential delay profile (actually, it is calculated for L = 20, which contains 98% energy of infinite case, i.e., L = ∞). Though it could be predicted from the result of Fig. 2, Fig. 3 demonstrates the dominance of the proposed approach under this practical condition for actual communications. Figure 4 denotes the change of SINR along with the duration of the delay profile. The SINR of receiver-TDL-MIMO system reduces gradually even after L − 1 exceeds the length L r − 1 of receiver weights, while that of non-TDL system suddenly degrades after L − 1 becomes larger than degrees of freedom N t + N r − 2 = 5.
An example of convergence curves of TDL-MIMO schemes is shown in Fig. 5 . Those results show that the proposed method achieves higher performance than the conventional scheme, but the convergence speed of the weights in TDL-MIMO is slower than that of conventional one. Hence the development of a fast algorithm to carry out the proposed design method is strongly required.
MIMO System with TDL Structure for STBC Transmission
When CSI is possessed only at the receiver side, i.e., a uninformed transmitter is considered, STBC is known to be one good choice as a data transmission scheme [15] , [16] . As is the case of FF, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation using the information of frequency selective channel could be adopted at the receiver for the detection, but it requires large computational cost. In this section, the SINR maximization design approach for MIMO system with TDL proposed in Sect. 3 is extended to work under the transmission scheme adopting STBC. The block diagram of the proposed system is depicted in Fig. 6 . Since the data transmission scheme is ruled by the design of STBC and equal power is allocated to each antenna element, only the optimization of receiver weights is required and the receiver works like a broadband array antenna using TDL structure. The primal difference of the receiver structure from that of Fig. 1 is the operator for the complex conjugation and existence of a sets of two weight vectors (w bol.
Assume a block of STBC consists of N s symbols {s n s (k); n s = 0, · · · , N s − 1}, where k(∈ Z) denotes the block index. In STBC, those symbols are converted through N t -by-N matrices C R,n s and C I,n s , into N t -by-N code matrix:
where the notation s(kN + n) represents n-th column vector of S (k). The (n t , n) element of S (k) is transmitted from the n t -th antenna element at time slot t = kN + n. Since the desired symbol s n s (k) is contained in the received signal not only as it is but also in conjugated form, the combination scheme fully utilizing all available signal is given by next equation:
where w (n s ) R ( r ) and w (n s ) I ( r ) are N r -dimensional weight vectors which is used to extract s n s (k) from the N r -by-1 vector of the received signal r(kN + r ) which is represented by
and its conjugate r * (kN + r ) at time t = kN + r . By defining 2N r L r -dimensional weight vector w (n s ) , received signal vectorr(t), and noise vector n(k) as follows
a simplified expression of the estimate of n s -th signal in the block is derived aŝ
= w (n s )Hr (k).
For the convenience of the following discussions, here introduced are two operators defined by next equations:
In this study, as the case of Sect. 2, the maximization of SINR is adopted as a criterion of the optimization. Since the real and imaginary part of s(t) and n(t) are uncorrelated for time shift, the relation E[s(t)s(t − τ)] = 0 and E[n(t)n(t − τ)] = 0 consist (even for τ = 0). From this fact, the following relation is derived.
where vector h (n s ) s is determined as follows
The 2N r -dimensional square submatrix [R 
In above equations, the coefficient C
could be determined as follows:
and h c,m ( ) denotes the m-th column vector of channel matrix H( ). The matrix R n shows the correlation of AWGN component represented by
which results in the noise term in Eq. (18). Different from Eq. (3), Eq. (18) has only one vector to be optimized, hence a closed form solution is derived without circular iteration. In the similar manner as the case in Sect. 2, the optimum receiver weight is derived by following equation:
The normalization could be carried out without an influence on the resultant SINR.
Example of STBC Processing and Discussion
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed approach in Sect. 5 is demonstrated through examples. The simulation considered here is for the transmission using Alamouti scheme [16] . The distribution function of the output SINR in 2 × 2 STBC-based MIMO system is calculated for QPSK signals with SNR = 10 dB. The channel duration is set to L = 10 and the delay spread is assumed to be σ S = 3T S . Observed from the result shown in Fig. 7 , the output SINR improves as the length of TDL L r becomes longer, and the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified. Figure 8 compares the distribution functions of SINR for two transmission schemes described in Sect. 3 (BF, L r = 4), and Sect. 5 (STBC, here L r = 5 is used so that both {w least four time slots. Remark that in examples in this paper, the complex conjugated signals first appear at the second column of S (k)). The code matrix of STBC used here is s as follows [2] : Figure 8 shows the performance of BF method assuming perfect CSI at both sides overcomes that of STBC approach which is usually used when CSI is possessed only in receiver side (even though STBC scheme is advantageous in its weight number), and this result coinsides with the case of FF [16] .
Here we used the example of Alamouti type STBC, but the proposed method is applicable to other various spacetime codes such as layered type (ex. BLAST) without modifications. In so doing, a variety of modifications (ex., variable length of TDL depending on symbol index n s ) could be considered corresponding to the constellation of the type of STBC. Here we proposed is the generalized theory containing those variations as a special case.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a novel maximum SINR design method of MIMO communication systems having TDL structure in receiver side for the high data rate transmission under FSF. First, assuming perfect knowledge of CSI in both array sides, a procedure for the iterative decision of transmitter and receiver weights was proposed, in which both weights are determined alternatively, fixing one side and optimizing the other based on maximum SINR criterion. Repeating this operation until the convergence of SINR, the final version of transmitter and receiver weights is derived. Then, assuming uninformed transmitter, we gave a design method of TDL-MIMO system to derive a maximum SINR output for the signal transmitted using STBC scheme. Through computer simulations, the effectiveness of the proposed method, particularly in the case of large delay spread, was demonstrated. The proposed method requires large computational cost, but it enables us to achieve high SINR communication without the expense of data transmission rate.
As future works, further investigation on the potential and detailed performance analysis of TDL-MIMO as well as more effective strategy for weight optimization (particularly, direct solution of Eq. (3) without iterative procedure) should be considered. The design methods of MIMO system with TDL structure in transmitter, in both array sides, and furthermore multimode transmission using those strategies are also important themes of study.
